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Abstra t

We will des ribe the use of neural networks to
perform part-of-spee h (POS) disambiguation
of textual orpora. Available part-of-spee h
taggers need huge amounts of hand tagged
text, but for Portuguese there is no su h orpora available. In this paper we propose a
neural network that, apparently, is apable
of over oming the huge training orpus problem. Distin t network topologies are applied
to the problem of learning the parameters of
a part-of-spee h tagger from a very small Portuguese training orpus. The experiments arried out are dis ussed. The results obtained
point to a orre tion rate above the 96% using
a hand tagged training orpus with approximately 15,000 words.
1

Introdu tion

The appli ation potential of textual orpora inreases, when the orpora is annotated. The rst
logi al level of annotation is usually part-of-spee h
tagging. At an upper level the text is no longer
seen as a mere sequen e of strings and is taken as
a sequen e of linguisti entities with some meaning.
The annotated text an then be used either for further introdution of new types of annotations (usually
by means of synta ti parsing (Mar us et al., 1993),
(de Mar ken, 1990) ), or for dire tly (or indire tly)
olle ting statisti s for di erent kinds of appli ations. Working at the word tagging level enabled
various kinds of appli ations namely spee h synthesis (Chur h and Mer er, 1993), lustering (Fernando Pereira, 1993) omputational lexi ography
(Manning, 1993), and many others.
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The su ess of this kind of te hnique is ertainly
due to its intrinsi apability for assigning a sequen e
of part-of-spee h tags to any sequen e of words with
high pre ision by using quite modest omputer resour es. Despite this, part-of-spee h taggers are not
yet as fully available as they should, espe ially when
we are working with languages other than English.
The main problem with urrently available part-ofspee h taggers is the la k of hand tagged orpora
ne essary for training the taggers. And almost every tagger needs huge amounts of hand tagged text1 .
Due to re ent tagging e orts this is no longer a problem in languages su h as English or Fren h, but for
Portuguese, that problem had not yet been solved.
In this paper we propose and dis uss a method for
over oming the problem of small and s ar e hand
tagged orpus , having no need of any omplex algorithms. For that it was used the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator (Uni, 1994) 2 , standard Unix
tools (Chur h, 1994) and a small hand tagged orpus: the Radio-Bras Corpus3 . Simple gawk4 s ripts
have been implemented in order to a hieve the results shown in this paper5 .
In this paper we will address the problem of partof-spee h tagging in order to obtain an answer for
1
It is usually argued that the Markovian taggers an
handle text without requiring annotated training text.
However this is not the ase, as it has been independently
shown by Merialdo (Merialdo, 1994) and Elworthy (Elworthy, 1994).
2
The SNNS pa kage is fully available at the University of Stuttgart and an be obtained via anonymous ftp from host: ftp.informatik.uni-stuttgart.de
(129.69.211.2) in the subdire tory /pub/SNNS
3
http://www.mre.gov.br/sinopse.htm. This bulletin
is distributed in Internet through ele troni mail messages by the s ien e and te hnology editor from \Ag^en ia
Brasil".
4
Gnu AWK
5
Please have a look at
http://www-ia.di.f t.unl.pt/nmm/Software for more
information.

the following two questions. How large must a hand
tagged orpus be for enabling the a hievement of
a eptable results (over 95% orre tness on tagging
new text)? How omplex must neural net based tagger be?
For the rst problem we have found that a training orpus with 3; 362 hand tagged words enables
pre ision results over 95% . For the se ond problem we have expermented three types of neural nets
and the results obtained are reported in the next few
se tions.
S hmid (S hmid, 1994), presents a neural network
approa h apable of part-of-spee h tagging. Although a 96:22% performan e is reported, the neural network model presented there is more omplex
than the ones presented here and a orpus of 100; 000
words was used to train the neural net. S hmid argues the neural net based tagging a hieve better results when the size of the training orpus is small.
In this paper we argue in the same dire tion. (Nakamura et al., 1990) has also done some related work,
but their goal was the predi tion of the next word
to appear in the input text. It was not intended for
orpus tagging (a pre ision of 86:9% was obtained).
Other work on this area (Elenius, 1990) is also referred in (Dermatas and Kokkinakis, 1995), but we
have not got it, yet. No other work we had a ess to
addresses the kind of problem we are interested in.
2

named Elman Net). We repla ed the ontext word's
input layer of the se ond network by a re urrent
layer: ea h unit was onne ted to itself by a link
of weight 1 (identity link) and to all hidden units.
Ea h hidden unit was onne ted to one ontext unit
using an identity link. The main goal to a hieve with
this topology is to supply the net with a short-term
memory, so that the ontext of the last word seen
an be parameterized by the learning pro ess.
2.2

Word Coding

Any tagging problem an be seen as the maximization of the joint probability P (W; T ), where W
stands for the input string of words and T for the
ordered set of tags.
Ea h distin t word (w) in the orpus has a orresponding entry in the lexi on ontaining an estimation of the probability of w having a tag t:
k^(wjt) =

f req (w; t)
f req (t)

(1)

So, ea h entry in our lexi on is asso iated with a m
dimensional ve tor (one k^(wjt) for ea h tag t)6 . The
basi idea in this approa h was to supply the network
with the lexi al probabilities. Contextual probabilities are left for being learned from the training orpus . A ording to (Merialdo, 1994), the probability
distribution P (W; T ), may be seen as:

System Des ription

Y(
n

2.1

Neural Network Models

The rst topology we had used for solving the
part-of-spee h tagging problem, was a simple feedforward neural net (Rumelhart and M Clelland,
1986) (named 1L Net) having only input and output units. The input units were divided into two
sets of ontext units. Ea h output unit represents
one of the tags. A one-to-one relation is established
between ea h value in the lexi al probability ve tor
(a quired from the lexi on) and ea h input unit in
ea h set. A simple bigram model was implemented
using these two sets: the rst set re eives the probability ve tor of the word we want to lassify and the
se ond set the ve tor of the next word in the senten e
(the ontext word). The network is fully onne ted:
ea h input unit is onne ted to all output units.
In a se ond topology (named HL Net) we tried to
in rease the neural network dis riminative power. A
layer of hidden neurons was added: all input units
are onne ted to all hidden units. The hidden units
are now the only onne tion to the output units.
Finally, in the third topology, an Elman neural
network (Elman, 1990) was used (this topology was

(

p W; T

)=

p wi jw1 t1    wi

1 ti 1 ti )p(ti jw1 t1

   wi

i=1

1 ti 1 )

(2)

The following hypothesis have been made for the
proposed model ( alled a n-gram model or an HK
model):


The probability of a tag, given its past, depends
only on the last n tags (in our work a bigram
model (n = 1) was assumed) :
p(ti jw1 t1    wi 1 ti 1 ) = h(ti jti

t 1 ) (3)

n  i

This distribution should be modelled by the network.


The probability of a word, given its past, depends only on its tag:
p(wi jw1 t1    wi 1 ti 1 ti ) = k (wi jti )

6

m

is the number of tags used.

(4)

This value an be estimated using k^(wjT ) as we
have seen in equation 1. k^(wjT ) is supplied by the
lexi on.
In fa t our neural nets an use more information
than the one just des ribed. The lexi al probability ve tors may be distin t for words that are represented by the same part-of-spee h tag. The hosen representation for the words (asso iating a set
of neurons with ea h word) reveals itself not only a
very simple and elegant one but also a very expressive one.
Another hara teristi of the hosen ar hite ture
is the fa t that the lassi ation is performed only
lo ally and never at the senten e level. This has
some relation with the maximum likelihood tagging
that Merialdo refers in his arti le (Merialdo, 1994).
The great majority of the statisti al taggers (using
Markov models) works at senten e level. This is
done by performing a global optimization algorithm
of the possible bigram or trigram tag sets used in a
senten e level: the Viterbi tagging. Although this is
linguisti ally more plausible, this approa h has as a
drawba k the propagation of the tagging errors done
at the start of a senten e through out the whole senten e. Conversely, the lo al approa h used here, has
the disadvantage of allowing quite implausible ombinations of tags, una eptable to models working
at the senten e level. A ording to experimental eviden e reported in (Merialdo, 1994), these e e ts do
not seem to a e t seriously the tagging performan e.

signed the value 1 or the value 0, a ording to the
part-of-spee h ategory they were tagged in the orpus: 1 if the neuron is related to the tag assigned to
the word and 0 otherwise.
During the evaluation, the ve tors from the lexion entries that are addressed by the word we are
tagging and by the word following it are respe tively
assigned to the rst and the se ond training sets. After this we propagate the input units to the output
units and sele t the tag related to the output unit
with a larger value.

2.3

3

Training and Evaluation

The three networks were trained using the standard
ba k-propagation algorithm with and without momentum term. The training of the Elman Net is
done without using the re urrent links. The re urrent links are only used after a full iteration of the
learning algorithm, when we are updating the value
of the ontextual units. This way the standard ba kpropagation and momentum ba k-propagation an
be applied.
All networks were trained using  = 1:0. When
used, the momentum term, was set to  = 0:7 and
the at spot elimination parameter ( ) was set to
0:1 . Training was performed until an a eptable
onvergen e was found (usually between 5000 and
10000 iterations). For more information about the
training algorithms please see (Uni, 1994).
Ea h unit is asso iated with a part-of-spee h tag
Ti . During the training phase the value p(wk jTi ),
a quired from the lexi al probability ve tor of ea h
word wk , supplied by the di tionary, is assigned to
the asso iated set of input units.
For training purposes, the output units are as-

2.4

The Tagging Pro ess

Using a set of tagged texts, it was possible to build
a lexi on that ontains, for ea h word its possible
asso iated tags and its o urren e frequen ies. A
simple s ript was built returning for ea h entry in
the lexi on its asso iated lexi al probabilities ve tor
(see se tion 2.2). Three training sets and four test
sets pattern les7 were randomly generated.
The generated pattern les were ompatible with
a general purpose neural network simulator: the
Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator version 3.2 (Uni,
1994). Ea h training set was used for training the
three tested models (see se tion 3). Ea h test le
was then used to evaluate the trained tagger. This
way the test sets were tagged and so the pre ision of
the tagger ould be found, simply by omparing the
taggers output with the orpus tags.
In Figure 1 we illustrate the tagging pro ess.
Results

As stated earlier, the Radio-bras Corpus was used to
ompare the used network topologies based on their
tagging pre ision. 652 senten es from that orpus
were hand tagged using 35 distin t tags. The resulting orpus has 19141 tagged words (Villavi en io et
al., 1995), (Villavi en io, 1995) .
The a quired lexi on has 4; 009 entries. From
these 93.60% are non ambiguous, 5.64% have two
alternative tags, 0.67% three alternative tags, 3 entries (0.07% from the total) have 4 possible tags and
nally 1 entry has 5 possible tags (0.02% from the
total).
In order to build a training and a test sets, the
main orpus was randomly split in three (non disjun t) training sets and in four disjun t test sets.
After this, the training sets and three of the test sets
were tagged using the di tionary extra ted from the
main orpus. The fourth test set was tagged with a
lexi on extra ted from the training set. Using this
7
The le ontaining the set of a tivation patterns of
all input and output units of a neural network
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Figure 1: Diagram illustrating the work of the Part-of-Spee h tagger

File
Corpus

tr 1
tr 2
tr 3
tst1
tst2
tst3
tst4

Type

#Senten es

#Tags

Crp
Trn
Trn
Trn
Tst
Tst
Tst
Tst

652
22
112
538
33
21
25
35

19141
662
3362
15861
945
593
691
1051

2 Tags
17.9%
16.8%
17.8%
17.5%
18.8%
19.7%
21.0%
19.5%

3 Tags
7.7%
6.8%
7.4%
7.7%
8.7%
6.4%
5.0%
6.0%

%Ambiguity
4 Tags 5 Tags
3.0%
0.3%
2.7%
0.2%
3.2%
0.2%
3.0%
0.2%
3.2%
0.3%
4.1%
0.3%
2.8%
0.6%
3.5%
0.0%

Unknown
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
12.9%

Table 1: Data from the several les used to train and to test the neural net.

Tot.
28.8%
26.4%
28.6%
28.4%
31.0%
30.5%
29.4%
41.9%

pro ess we have reated three test sets (tst1, tst2
e tst3) without unknown words8 and one training
set (tst4) with unknown words 9 . Table 1 shows
the number of senten es, words and ambiguities of
ea h of these sets. The olumn \type" has the value
\Trn" for the training sets and \Tst" for the test
sets.
Unfortunaly the huge training times didn't allow
the use of better evaluation methods, su h as obtaining randomly independent training and test sets
from the hand tagged orpora (a number losed to
30 would work, but this would require a 4 month
workload for training). Despite this, the pre ision
variation among the several test sets is usually less
than 1%. So we think that the results obtained are
representative of the tagging a ura y.
In gure 2 we summarize the results obtained.
In line 1, we only used 120 iterations of the ba kpropagation algorithm, and, in line 2, 10000 iterations were used. The pre ision gain a quired by
the performing more iterations de reases with the
in rease of the training orpus size.
The pre ision gain obtained by augmenting the
size of the training orpus above a ertain threshold
(3200 words for 1L net) is rather limited.
These results be ome less visible when we in rease
the number of training iterations. We only get a 2%
gain in pre ision when we have passed from training
sets tr 2 to tr 3. The presented results seem to suggest that, at least in what refers to the 1L network,
an a eptable pre ision an be a quired using only
3362 tagged words. Line 3 in this gure, although
having less detail, on rm this pattern of growth for
Elman net.

(tst 1, tst 2, tst 3), but seems to give average results
when exposed to unknown words (in tst 4). Better results may be obtained if more iterations of the
training algorithm are performed on this network.
From these results, it seems that, for the volume of
data used, no signi ant advantage was a quired by
in reasing the network omplexity. Despite this fa t,
we must say that our training data was very small.
So, we still don't know if the use of more omplex
networks (su h as HL or Elman nets), an be ome
pro table when larger data sets are available.
The results presented seem to indi ate that a neural network tagger an supply better results than
other te hniques, when the size of the training orpus is smaller than 20; 000 words. However it is
diÆ ult to ompare these results with the results
obtained by Markovian methods, be ause we are
working on a di erent language (Portuguese, not English), with di erent tag sets.
These results seem to be signi antly better than
the ones obtained in previous joint work (Villavien io et al., 1995) or (Villavi en io, 1995). Using
the same orpus and a Hidden Markov Based tagger
(Villavi en io et al., 1995) and a general purpose
di tionary, 84:5% of pre ision was reported. This
number is onsiderably lower than the one presented
in this work for network 1L without no general purpose di tionary. An 88:0% pre ision was obtained by
(Villavi en io, 1995) using a losed di tionary (assuming that every word is known), the same orpus
and a Hidden Markov tagger. This is also onsiderably lower than the results reported here.

3.1

Whenever the test set tst 4 was used the pre isions
droped to 87% a ura y. This is ertainly due to
nonexisten e of unknown words in the training set
and also to the way how unknown words were handled: whenever an unknown word o ured in the
text, a default probability ve tor was assigned to it.
Ulterior results, based on the use of a standard di tionary to deal with unknown words, did reveal that
the tagging pre ision an be raised up to 91:0%.
We hope to in rease these values not only by
giving the proper treatment to the Portuguese
morphology11, but also by using a standard lexi on
for Portuguese language (Lopes et al., 1994), (Marques and Ro io, 1994) in luding Portuguese suÆx
and pre x information (Marques and Lopes, 1994).

Results for the Used Models

In table 2, we ompare the performan e of the networks experimented for the training set tr 3.
Nets 1L and HL give the best pre ision results.
Network 1L seems to be the one whi h gives better
results even with set tst 4, where unknown words
are present10 . The Elman Network pre ision is signi antly lower when tagging with a losed lexi on
8

Slightly biased results may be a quired by using
these test sets but they are the only way to test the
usual losed lexi on assumption ((Villavi en io, 1995) or
(Brill, 1995)).
9
Remember that the di tionary used for tagging the
test set tst4 was obtained from the training set. This
means that probably in tst4 there are words that didn't
show up in the training sets, hen e the unknown word
10
More iterations were performed with Elman and HL
nets. However worst results were obtained, probably due
to overtraining e e ts on these nets. This problem needs
further resear h.

3.2

11

Handling unknown words

Some ideas on how to improve the di tionary by
using morphologi al information an be a quired in
(Levinger et al., 1995)
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Figure 2: Variation of the pre ision with the training orpus size.

File
tst 1
tst 2
tst 3
pond. aver.
tst 4

4322
96.6 %
95.1 %
96.1 %
96.0 %
87.8 %

1L Net
Iterations
6550
96.6 %
95.4 %
96.5 %
96.2 %
87.6 %

10 000
96.6 %
95.8 %
96.5 %
96.4 %
87.5 %

HL Net
Iterations
2626
3021
96.4 % 96.4 %
95.8 % 95.8 %
96.8 % 96.6 %
96.4 % 96.3 %
82.2 % 82.3 %

Elman Net
Iterations
4461
5165
91.7 % 92.7 %
90.9 % 91.5 %
92.6 % 92.2 %
91.8 % 92.2 %
85.9 % 86.3 %

Table 2: Pre ision results obtained by the used Neural Networks for the training set tr 3
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Con lusions

In this work we presented a novel neural network
approa h to the problem of part-of-spee h tagging.
The presented system has three main advantages
over other neural net systems: its simpli ity, its implementation (available through Internet) and its apa ity to a urately tag new text needing only a
very small hand tagged orpus. In (S hmid, 1994) a
neural network approa h is also presented. However
his re urrent net, a ording to the presented results,
needs a onsiderably larger hand tagged orpus to
a hieve the same tagging a ura y.
The performan e obtained is omparable to the
state-of-the-art part-of-spee h taggers. It is true,
that re ent work addresses the problem of training a tagger using unanotated text (Brill, 1995),
(Merialdo, 1994), (Merialdo, ), (Elworthy, 1994) and
(Cutting et al., 1992). However these approa hes require both more omplex methods than the one presented here and a pre-existing lexi on. In all these
approa hes the used lexi on is extra ted from a preexisting tagged orpus, and not from a general purpose di tionary. There are several problems with
the extra tion of a lexi on from a general purpose
di tionary. To name just a few: the tag set used is
normally mu h smaller than the one we intend to
use; there is no way to nd out whi h of the partof-spee h tags presented in an entry is more probable than the others; some entries are in omplete
(don't list every possible use of that word (Manning, 1993)); and lastly (but probably the most signi ant) a ma hine readable di tionary is needed.
The main drawba k of neural networks is the
huge training times required for training a network.
Training set tr 3 , although small when ompared
with other orpora used in experiments with Markov
Models, has 15; 870 words. Ea h of these words
is represented by a 35 dimension ve tor. Using
our simpler net, ea h word implies the training of
35  35  2 weights per word. So we need to perform 15; 870  35  35  2 = 38; 881; 500 updates
for ea h iteration. For the training orpus tr 3 the
one layer feed-forward neural network took 4 days for
training with 10; 000 iterations. Preliminary results
with this method showed that, using the momentum ba k-propagation, may be ome a good solution
for addressing this problem by allowing faster onvergen es.
The proposed approa h, seems to be an appealing
alternative to the use of unannotated trained text
taggers when no text is available. The small tagged
orpus that an be used in this approa h, does not
seem to be mu h of a problem: the best way to fa-

miliarize yourself with a orpus and tuning the intended tag set to the used orpus , is to tag some
text. Essentially when you know that even with a
text as little as 100 senten es (approximately 3; 000
words), the tagger an immediately start supplying
very good results.
This te hnique seems to be well suited for a bootstrapping approa h to the tagging problem. The results also seem to be at least as good as for the standard hidden Markov models presented in the literature for larger training sets. For hand tagged orpora
with the size of the one available for Portuguese, the
results show a mu h better performan e for the neural network approa h.
Finally, further enhan ements to the system just
presented have started to be implemented. Namely,
we are starting to deal with omposed words, loutionary phrases, ontra tions, numbers and some
other textual information, that usually de reases
tagging a ura y. This an be a hieved by preproessing the text before tagging. Another enhan ement that an be done is related to trying to use
unsupervised learning on new, untagged text, a ting
similarly to the Baum-Wel h reestimation pro edure
((Rabiner, 1989)).
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